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SUBJECT:

Slabtown Waste Enclosure

PREPARED BY:

Jeffery Fletcher, Manager of Solid Waste
and Environmental Initiatives

Recommendations

THAT Council approve the installation of a fenced and gated enclosure on Town lands
located to the east side of Slabtown Bridge and on the south side of Slabtown Road, for
the purpose of orderly waste storage for the residents on the west side of Slabtown
Bridge on Slabtown Road, as outlined in Report EPW.08.79.

B.

Background

Due to load restrictions placed on Slabtown Bridge, garbage and recycle trucks have
not been able to use the bridge. As a result, garbage and recyclables have been
collected from a road side location just east of the bridge off Slabtown Road.
Various residents and property owners on Slabtown Road have expressed concern with
the aesthetics of the row of blue and grey roll-out carts currently being used for waste
storage and collection.
It is proposed that an enclosure be built to shield the waste bins from view. The
proposed enclosure will be in accordance with the Town’s standard for residential multiunits (see attachment 1). The wood enclosure will have a 5.15m (17’) length, a 3.35m
(11’) width and a 1.85m (6’) height. A four cubic yard front end loading garbage bin and
six 95L roll-out carts for recyclables will be placed in the enclosure. The bins and carts
will be collected weekly and monitored monthly by Solid Waste Division staff. The
enclosure floor will not include the asphalt surface as outline in the standard, as this
enclosure is considered a temporary measure until the Slabtown Bridge Environmental
Assessment (EA) is complete and the preferred alternative is implemented.
In April of this year a letter was sent to each resident and property owner in Slabtown.
The letter describes the Town’s intension to carry out a class EA on the Bridge and
install waste enclosure and modular concrete corral for winter sand storage in an area
east of the Slabtown Bridge.
A group of residents from Slabtown, represented by an individual resident of Slabtown
contacted Town Staff to indicate that the enclosure proposal generally met the approval
of that group. With no opposition express by the residents and/or land owners
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contacted, Town Staff recommends that the installation of a waste enclosure and sand
corral be carried out adjacent to the east side of Slabtown Bridge.
The attached drawing (attachment 2) outlines the proposed general location of the
enclosure and corral. A request for quote, based on the recommended location and
standard drawing, for the construction of the enclosure will indentify the contractor to
complete the work and a timeline.
C.

The Blue Mountains’ Strategic Plan

This Report furthers the Town’s Strategic Plan Goal # 2, “Addressing the Town’s
municipal infrastructure needs” and #6 “providing a strong well managed municipal
government”.
D.

Environmental Impacts

The construction of this enclosure will require the use of natural resources such as
wood and aggregate and the use of non-renewal resources included in the embodied
energy of the concrete. However, it is anticipate that the enclosure will assist with
reducing litter and retaining the salt pickled winter sand.
E.

Budget Impact

The construction of this enclosure will cost between $2,000 and $3,000. The Garbage
Collection budget (1-455-1000-63305) will cover $1,000 of the expenditure and Landfill
Site budget (1-460-1000-63320) will contribute the remaining amount required to
complete this installation.
F.

Attached
1. Town Perpendicular Standard Side View and Overhead View
2. April 9, 2008 Letter to Slabtown Residents from Town

Respectfully submitted,

_____________________________
Jeffery Fletcher

_____________________________
Reg Russwurm

Manager of Solid Waste and Environmental Initiatives

Director of Engineering and Public Works

